How technology aids the fight against corruption with ICPC
Please join us by 11:30am today as we discuss How Technology aid the fight against corruption #VoicesAgainstCorruption pic.twitter.com/rV9ydhSx7I
Join us in chat at 11:30 am today on “How Technology can aid the Fight against Corruption”.
#VoicesAgainstCorruption is project anchored by @cleenfoundation in collaboration with @PoliceNG @officialEFCC and other stakeholders. pic.twitter.com/Zq371B2uqJ

@Gidi_Traffic A very good morning to everyone. Please join us at 11:30am as we discuss How Technology aid the fight against corruption #VoicesAgainstCorruption https://t.co/eRGGiCh3Xb

Join the Voices Against Corruption supported by @cleenfoundation & @TrustAfrica for a tweet meet today at 11.30am (10.30 GMT) with ICPC Nigeria @ICPC_PE titled: How Can technology aid the fight against Corruption. Send in your questions and comments. #VoicesAgainstCorruption https://t.co/ORO1KkWf8r

#VoicesAgainstCorruption https://t.co/H3y0imEQwb
#VoicesAgainstCorruption pic.twitter.com/H3y0imEQwb
Welcome to the live tweet for A Conversation with @ICPC_PE #VoicesAgainstCorruption
11:31 AM - Apr 24, 2018

Thank you for having us. #VoicesAgainstCorruption
11:32 AM - Apr 24, 2018

@ICPC_PE Q1. What is your assessment of the citizens’ engagement in the fight against corruption so far?
#VoicesAgainstCorruption
11:33 AM - Apr 24, 2018
1. It has been encouraging. Citizens are participating actively on social media and other platforms. We have noticed a surge in the interest to register with our Volunteer Corp (NAVC).

#VoicesAgainstCorruption

11:35 AM - Apr 24, 2018

Q2 How effective has been the campaigns against corruption in State and LGAs since ICPC are not present everywhere in terms of office location #VoicesAgainstCorruption

11:38 AM - Apr 24, 2018

2. We are carrying out some enlightenment activities in the states, especially with NYSC members & with the state govt. themselves. e.g Anti-corruption summit. It is yielding results as public servants are becoming more aware of many forms of corruption. #VoicesAgainstCorruption

11:42 AM - Apr 24, 2018
3. We also held citizens engagement forum in Local Governments in more than 15 States. #VoicesAgainstCorruption

4. Just yesterday, we conducted a sensitization workshop for newly elected Chairmen of the 44 Local Govt. Councils in Kano State. #VoicesAgainstCorruption

5. One of our challenges is the lack of resources we require to reach out to all citizens as we would want. The success is that most corruption cases the Commission is prosecuting came through petitions from the public. #VoicesAgainstCorruption
Q4. What activities have you carried out with the coalition of Civil Society Organizations in Nigeria to promote the fight against corruption in Nigeria? #VoicesAgainstCorruption
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@ICPC_PE

6. We have carried out a lot of activities with CSOs. In 2017 alone, we held anti-corruption summits in more than 10 States with a CSO called Foundation of Transparency and Accountability, (FTA). #VoicesAgainstCorruption
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7. We have also held several town hall meetings with CLEEN Foundation in at least one location in all the geo-political zones of the country. #VoicesAgainstCorruption
Voice Against Corruption
@Voiceagainstco
@ICPC_PE Q5. What plan do you have to ensure that data on arrest, prosecution and sentences are published for public use monthly on your websites? #VoicesAgainstCorruption
12:11 PM - Apr 24, 2018
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Replying to @taiwocollins @Voiceagainstco
8. In all our programmes, we carry out a postmortem, we issue out questionnaires and analyze them. #VoicesAgainstCorruption
12:22 PM - Apr 24, 2018
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Replying to @ORIGINAL_SAMUEL @Voiceagainstco
9. With the amendment of the ACJA, electronic evidence are admissible in Courts. #VoicesAgainstCorruption
12:22 PM - Apr 24, 2018
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#VoicesAgainstCorruption twitter.com/NwachukwuAni/s…
12:22 PM - Apr 24, 2018
Replying to @Voiceagainstco
10. Our website is updated on a daily basis with all the activities of the Commission. #VoicesAgainstCorruption
12:22 PM - Apr 24, 2018